
                  

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS                      Help Line 949-367-0642 

NAIL FLANGE 

NOTE: When extending a counter from the inside to the outside it is important to note that it needs to slope 
away from the building to have the water run away from the window.  

  Do not unlock window prior to installation. Window frame must be supported before window is unlocked 

WINDOW WILL SELF OPEN ONCE LOCKS ARE RELEASED 

READ DIRECTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE INSTALLING YOUR WINDOW 

When lifting the window into place make sure to place the window directly onto the counter surface and slide it into position. 

Use the 32nd or 16th inch shim or door shims between the top of the counter and the bottom of the support frame at each corner to 
raise the window off the counter and take some pressure off the bottom seal. Once the window is completely in place in the wall 
check the clearance between the counter and the bottom seal. If there is a gap where the bottom seal meets the counter remove 
the 1/16 shims or back out the door shims to close the gap. The bottom seal needs to touch all the way across the counter. Once the 
gap is correct and the window is in place screw in the nail flange using only two on each side and two across the top. Unlock the 
window and open. When closing the window push in the red button on the shock with one hand and bring the window down two 
inches and then you can release the button and use both hands to close the window all the way. If the bottom seal is too tight after 
closing use a slightly bigger shim to raise the window frame up, make sure you don’t create a gap between the counter and the 
bottom seal. It will be a tight fit at first and as it wears it will loosen up. It is advisable to use metal sheeting across the top of the 
nail flange for water proofing if window is exposed to the weather.   

Once the window is operating properly you will need to finish the installation by adding some interior trim (Not Supplied) from 
drywall to window, generally 2 inch trim works best 

(Our Window jamb size is 4 ¾) We use poplar interior wood jambs (standard)   

 If you have thicker walls you can add jamb extensions to extend the jamb size. Poplar interior wood jamb extensions sold separately 

Finish installing all the rest of the screws in the nail flange. Once the screws are in, unlock the window and push it open. If you want 
to just vent the window for fresh air you can open the window approximately 3 inches before the shocks activate. 

At this point the window should be operating correctly. Now at the bottom of the window support frame where you used the shims 
to lift the frame you will need to add a sealer between the counter top and the window frame.  

. 

You can now consider yourself officially FLIPPED OUT!! Thank You for your business. 


